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What is a wireframe? Well, it is basically planning

out a website. There are some funky (and very

expensive) wireframe tools out there but I prefer

pen and paper or something simple to use like

Canva.

As we have progressed through the week we

have pulled together most of the component

parts required to plan out our website and

structure our home page. 

We understand our customers (clients)

requirements and objectives as well as what their

customers will be looking for when they visit the

website. The work we did in task 1 will be

essential for shaping the website and getting the

text correctly aligned to its audience. You need

to consider what you are trying to sell/educate

the visitors about and this should flow through all

aspects of the site.

The logo, branding and hero banner should all be

ready to go, along with the colour scheme and

fonts.  
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We even looked at headlines, key words and

Calls to Action while investigating, understanding

and learning from our competitor websites.

Did you notice many similarities when looking at

your competitors? Maybe their layouts were

similar. Maybe the positioning of key elements

like the logo, hero banner or call to action were

the same.

If you looked at the pages included on these

competitor websites you may have also noticed

some similarities. Perhaps things like Meet the

Team, Contact Us, Testimonials. Or maybe not?

Everything you have done this week has been

about giving you the knowledge and insight to

produce a well structured home page but why

stop there, lets think a bit more broadly about

the wider site map as well. A site map is simply a

list of pages that will be included within the

website.

A site map can include as many pages as you

feel you need but remember more is not

necessarily better.
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Post a photo or image of your completed

wireframe

Use pen and paper (or a wireframing tool) to

create a site map (a list of the pages for your

website). Start with the home page and build it

out from there.

Home Page

.....

.....

Also, focus on the Home Page and break it down

into its potential layout. Think about where the

component parts will be located. 

E.g. Menu, logo, hero banner, imagery, headlines,

calls to action, text, etc.

I have provided an example worksheet on the link

below.

https://websquadron.co.uk/access-challenge-

task5/

In the comments below the day 5 task post you

should include the following:

1.

Please post this as a photo/image.
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